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problem that your (ellow readers might help you Lo &olve. please
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The {allowing responses froln previous teel
Interchange colulnns have been received:
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eader wrote to state a concern regarding
one of the answers in a previous Steel
nterchange. His concern was that the
response interpreted the AlSC Specification and
only the AlSC Committee on Specifications can
officially interpret the Specification. This observa·
tion is correct; however, Steel Interchallge is
intended to be a forum for readers to discuss ideas
and information on all phases of steel construction.
As stated in each month's disclaimer, the opinions
expressed are not endorsed by AISC nor do they
represent official opinions of AISC , but are the
authors own recommendations.
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Are there any good connection details for a
truss made up of all WT sections?
e have designed and/or detailed (as we are
sure that a good number of others have)
mnny welded trusses using WT chord sec·
tions which work very well with double or single
angle web members.
We would suggest, if it be desired to use WT web
members, that they be welded flange to the chord
web all from one side. The eccentricity effect on the
truss is usually less for a ll welded one side than
alternate si des. Of course, double WT web sections
would eliminate that. Shop welding costs would
also be considerably less for welding one side only.
A variation of the above question , which arises
frequently, is: -Are there any good connection
delails for a truss made up of all W seclions?" A
number of good details have been developed by
many engineers using field welded connections.
This question was recently explored in an ASCE
publication and apparently some engineers feel as
we do that bolted connections are preferred for rea·
sons of fit·up , shock resistance, and overall costs.
In the case of high corrosion vulnerability, field
welding may be the best choice; however:
l.Where fit-up tolerances are critical, shop pre·
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pared bolting is almost a necessity and fit-up bolt·
ing may be required, even for fi eld welded connec·
tions.
2. Gusset plates for the heavier W sections can
become unwieldy, need to be fl attened or milled, or
become unduly heavy and expensive unless thinner
plates are ulilized by laminating the gussets at
chord splices.
Cost effective joints can be designed to fit this
criteria by developing the required fill plates before
adding the next layer of gusset plate so as to con·
nect the web members. Make the thickness of the
web member gusset no thicker than needed for con·
nection . Where the main chord is also spliced,
sma ll er sized splice plates can be added inside
chord flanges, web, and on top of main gusset
plates. Use slip critical type connections.
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The figure indicates typical details as designed
by us for a large building roof support system.
Lloyd W. Abbott, P.E.
Consulting Engineer
Tulsa, OK
What is the origin of the Vierendeel truss?

P

rofessor Vierendeel 's deve lopment (a truss
without diagonals, which maintains its shape
by the rigidity built into its joints) was first
used in 1893 for the construction of a church
steeple in Flanders Belgium. Then, for the
International Exposition of Brussels in 1897,
Vierendeel designed a riveted steel bridge 103 feet
long.
After the overcoming of initial opposition by
many engineers to the concept, well over 100
Vierendeel truss railroad and highway bridges
were built in Belgium, the Belgian Congo and elsewhere. In recent years, it seems to be used more in
buildings than in bridges.
It is true that Vierendeel truss design by hand
can be tedious. However, a method developed by
Grinter and Tsao, presented in the October 1953
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil
Engineers , simplified the procedure greatly in
those days before computer solutions were commonly available. The system consisted of an adaption of the Hardy Cross method of moment distribution by successive approximations, with the us ual
Hardy CI·OSS stiffness factors being modified by
simple multipliers. This method was useful to me
some yea rs ago, when I had to produce a design for
the lower floor portion of several stories of a section
of building spanning a city street, in which architectural requirements for windows prevented the
use of diagonal web members. The so lution was
story-high Vierendeel trusses, made up of heavy 14
in . steel sections with welded joints.
Herman Soifer, P.E.
Shah Associates
Bellmore, NY
The use of channel sections or other lightweight narrow flange sections as girts supporting non-bearing exterior wall assemblies
against wind load is common practice. How is
lateral instability of the unsupported compression flange accounted for when the wall
is subject to outward pressure due to suction
at the leeward face of the building? These
outward forces are equal to or greater than
the inward forces.

I

have found guidance in Galambos (Guide to
Stability Design Criteria for Metal Structures,
4th Ed. , 1988, Wiley & Sons, New York, pp.
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172m. In particular there is an expression for
determining the critical moment of a symmetrical
wide-flange beam with the tension flange provided
with an infinitely stiff, continuous, lateral (not torsional) restraint. Most girts and metal studs are
not symmetric wide flanges , but other work suggests that the equations for wide flanges are only
about 59t non conservative for hot rolled channels.
In many cases the critical moment is much !(l·eater
than the yield moment, so the di scussion becomes
academic.
A lowe r bound for any section as proposed by
Winter is also discussed. It essentia lly treats the
entire compression area as a partially restrained
column . The "truth" no doubt lies somewhere in
between the two approaches. However, the methods converge fairly closely for very slender girts,
and may prove useful. I have found that the majority of channel girts attached fairly frequently to
metal Siding have very high critical moments (even
without considering the rotational restraint of sag
rods ), and thus are governed by yield considerations.
I am told that additional guidance may be found
in Yu (Cold-Formed Steel Design, 1985, Wiley
Interscience, New York), but I am unfamiliar with
the work and have not used it.
Peter S. Higgins, S.E.
Peter S. Higgins & Associates
Glendale, CA

New Questions
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Listed below are questions that we would like
the readers to answer or discuss.
If you have an answer or suggestion please send
it to the Steel Interchange Editor, Modern Steel Co
nstruction, One East Wacker Dr., Suite 3100, Chic
ago, IL 60601-200l.
Questions an d responses will be printed in
future edition s of Steel In terchange . Also, if you
have a question or problem that r eaders might
help so lve, send these to the Steel Intel·change
Editor.
When, if ever, is it acceptable to cons ider an
inflection point to be a bottom flange brace point in
the design of a continuous beam? If an inflection
point cannot be considered a brace point, then
what val ues of Lb and C b should be used?
Is it acceptable to use K = 1 for the design of
moment resisting columns in an un braced li·ame if
a second order analysis is performed?
Andrew D. Betaque
Cromwell ArchitectslEngineers
Little Rock, AR
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